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stress-free paint job

GUARANTEED
Q

uirky and quick-witted Englishman, Stephen Linnington, is not what
most people envision when they think of a commercial and residential
painter. The well-educated, multi-faceted entrepreneur has raised the
bar for the entire painting industry in Manitoba by offering a 100%
satisfaction guarantee that includes a two-year, no-holds-barred warranty on
all his work.
As a young man growing up in England, Linnington learned the ins and outs of
the painting industry from his grandfather. Using the wisdom and expertise his
grandfather acquired from a lifetime of painting, Linnington continues to learn
and keep on top of the newest trends and products in the painting industry.
He also personally selects only the best-qualified painters in the industry to
work with him, ensuring all jobs meet the high standards of quality his
grandfather instilled in him.
“Our job is only complete when you are 100% satisfied and you can rest easy
knowing that you have a two-year, no-holds-barred warranty,” says Linnington.
“From painting the smallest home to large commercial contracts, we put
preparation and quality of application above everything else.”

Stephen Linnington with a beautiful character home
his company, Stephen’s Edge Painting, completed.

Testimonials
"I am very pleased with the finished product.
Even the neighbours came over to admire
the work you did." Denise C. St. James
"Fabulous Painting Job! Thank you. Your
painters not only were efficient and
courteous at all times but very careful of our
home." Carol P. Tuxedo

Stephen’s Edge Painting has developed a niche market for doing impeccable
work refurbishing beautiful, old, character homes and buildings. No matter
how complex and challenging the job is, Linnington guarantees that all clients
have a stress-free, superb experience leaving them so impressed they will
refer Stephen’s Edge Painting to others.

“… totally awesome job!
We really
appreciated how hard you worked and how
much you respected our home.
It is
wonderful to see the pride you have in your
work and it is obvious in the result. Thank
you for treating our home as if it were your
own.” Jennifer and Garry, Fort Garry

To see examples of work completed by Stephen’s Edge Painting, please go to
their website at www.stephensedge.com. To receive a free quote, please
phone (204) 888-8444 or (204) 229-9980. ¡

"Very nice job. Great attention to detail. very
courteous and prompt staff"
All Seasons Roofing

Before and after photographs of residential and
commercial painting by Stephen’s Edge Painting

